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Abstract

This work presents a sample of what evolved neural net
circuit modules using the socalled "CoDi-1Bit" neural net
model [5] can do. This work is part of an 8 year research
project at ATR which aims to build an artificial brain con-
taining a billion neurons by the year 2001, that will be used
to control the behaviors of a kitten robot "Robokoneko"
[2][3][4]. It looks as though the figure is more likely to be
40 million, but the numbers are not of great concern. What
is more important is the issue of evolvability of the cellular
automata (CA) based neural net circuits which grow and
evolve in special FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array)

hardware, at hardware speeds (e.g. updating 150 billion CA
cells per second, and performing a complete run of a ge-
netic algorithm, i.e. tens of thousands of circuit growths and
fitness evaluations, to evolve the elite neural net circuit in
about 1 second). The specialized hardware which performs
this evolution is labeled the CAM-Brain Machine (CBM)
[6]. It implements the CoDi-1Bit model, and was delivered
to ATR in May 1999. The CBM should make practical the
assemblage of 10,000s of evolved neural net modules into
humanly defined artificial brain architectures. For the past
few months, the latest hardware version of the CBM has
been simulated in software to see just how evolvable and
functional individual evolved modules can be. This work re-



ports on some of the results of these simulations, for which
the input/output is either binary or analog.

1 Introduction

ATR’s CAM-Brain Project aims to build an artificial brain
containing up to a billion artificial neurons by the year 2001.
The essential ingredient in this project is a special piece of
hardware, based on Xilinx company’s FPGA XC6264 chips
which grow and evolve cellular automata based neural net-
work circuits (modules) at electronic speeds. This machine,
called a "CBM" (CAM-Brain Machine), can update the cel-
lular automata (CA) cells which form the basis of the neural
network at a rate of 150 Billion a second, and can complete a
full run of a genetic algorithm with tens of thousands of cir-
cuit grows and fitness evaluations of those grown circuits in
about one second. Hence the CBM will make "brain build-
ing" practical. Tens of thousands (and higher magnitudes)
of evolved neural net modules can be evolved and assembled
into humanly defined artificial brain architectures. The cel-
lular automata based neural net model used in the CBM had
to be simple enough to be implementable in state-of-the-art
programmable logic (the Xilinx XC6264 chips). The con-
straints imposed by the electronics were rather severe, so
we could not afford to give many bits to the states of the
neural signals which traverse the grown neural nets. In fact,
the model we use is called "CoDi" (Collect and Distribute)
and uses only single bit signaling [5]. Thus the inputs and
outputs of each "CoDi module" are spiketrains (= bitstrings).

We were then faced with the problem of interpreting the
meaning of a spiketrain input or output (i.e. choosing a
representation for the spiketrains). After some initial ex-
perimentation with various spiketrain representations, we
eventually settled on one we called "SIIC" (Spike Inter-
val Information Coding"[7], which convolves the spiketrain
output with a digitized analog convolution function. The re-
sult of this convolving (convolution) is an analog waveform
(usually time varying) output which can then be compared
to some user supplied analog target waveform [3] [4]. The
fitness of the CoDi module (the CA based neural net cir-
cuit) grown and signaled by the CBM is then a function of
the sum of the absolute differences between the target and
the actual analog waveform values at each clocktick. Ex-
periments were performed using SIIC to generate random
"Fourier" curves of the form sin(t)+0.3cos(2t)+0.5sin(3t)
etc. Constantly firing binary inputs were supplied to a CoDi
module, which was evolved to output a spike train which
when convolved with the SIIC gave the "Fourier" curve
quite accurately. Thus the SIIC enabled users ("evolution-
ary engineers" (EEs)) to convert the abstract spiketrains into
a visually comprehensible analog wave form, whose fitness
can be easily measured when compared to a target analog

waveform.
However, despite the success of the SIIC, we felt that

this was only half the story. We needed some process which
would perform the opposite task, namely converting an ana-
log waveform into a spike train. This is done with the
"Hough Spiker Algorithm (HSA)" [3]. The SIIC and the
HSA combined are very useful to evolutionary engineers
(EEs), because they enable them to think entirely in terms
of analog waveform inputs and outputs when evolving CoDi
modules.

An EE can use the HSA (the "spiker") in the context of
CoDi module evolution. The EE specifies (for example)
two analog inputs I1 and I2. Each of these inputs are passed
through the HSA, resulting in two spiketrains ST1 and ST2,
which are input to each CoDi module in the genetic algo-
rithm population. Each CoDi module outputs (usually) a
single spiketrain STout which passes through the SIIC con-
volver resulting in an output analog waveform WFout. This
output waveform can then be compared to a target wave-
form WFtarg to measure the CoDi module’s fitness. Note,
that the inputs to a CoDi module need not begin as analog
waveforms. They can take the form of raw bit streams and
be input directly to the CoDi module without a spiking con-
version. For example, if a CoDi module is to be used to
detect some "visual" pattern of 1 bit pixels, then those 1 bit
pixels can be supplied directly to the CoDi module’s (max
180) input points. However, with the HSA approach, it is
possible to take an analog input, e.g. in the form of speech
sounds or phonemes etc, and convert them to spiketrains
beforehand. Using the HSA and the SIIC as two transform-
ing procedures (i.e. from analog to spiketrain and back),
the EE is freed from having to think in terms of spiketrains,
which may be difficult to interpret. These two transforms
allow the evolution of CoDi modules to be automated to
some extent. For example, one can imagine EEs drawing or
computer generating an initial input analog waveform that
represents some pattern to be detected, i.e. a CoDi module
is to be evolved that gives a high output when that partic-
ular waveform is presented to it, and a low output for any
other waveform. Since the CBM can evolve such a mod-
ule in about a second, it will be possible to evolve many
such modules rather quickly and then assemble them into
humanly defined artificial brain architectures.

Actually, evolving a pattern detector as suggested above
may involve several sequential and partial fitness measure-
ments. For example, to evolve a particular waveform WFa
detector module, would involve presenting the waveform
WFa to it (the "positive" example) and then sequentially,
"negative" examples which differ from it somewhat. The
target output waveform for the positive example would be a
high constant output (strong activation) for the positive ex-
ample fitness score F+, and a low output (weak activation)
for the negative examples fitness scores F(i)-, for each of the
negative examples "i". The total fitness of the module would



be the sum of the partial fitnesses (F+ + F(i)- for all "i").
To change the weighting of the partial fitnesses, the number
of clocks ticks over which the partial fitness measurements
occur can be changed, e.g. the time for the positive example
measurement could be increased to equal the total number
of clocks ticks for the negative examples. The CBM itself
clears out the internal 1 bit signals for each partial fitness
measurement, and then sums the partial fitness values, while
using the same circuit.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives a very brief description of the CAM-Brain Ma-
chine (CBM) [6] whose electronic restrictions impose a 1 bit
neural signaling model. This 1 bit signaling then requires
interpretation, and hence the need for transformations such
as the SIIC (Spike Interval Information Coding) representa-
tion which converts a spiketrain into an analog signal, and
the HSA (Hough Spiker Algorithm) which does the oppo-
site, i.e. converts an analog signal into a spiketrain. Section
3 presents a sample of evolved CoDi modules (using digital
I/O), showing their functionalities and evolvabilities. Sec-
tion 4 does the same as section 3 but with analog I/O. Section
5 concludes.

2 Very Brief Summary of CBM Technical
Specifications

This brief section summarizes the performance capacities
of the CAM-Brain Machine (CBM) which was delivered to
ATR in May 1999 [6].

Cellular Automata Update Rate (max.):
152 billion cells/second.
Cellular Automata Update Rate (min.):
114 billion cells/second.
Number of Supported Cellular Automata Cells (max.):
453 million.
Number of Supported Neurons (max., per module):
1,152.
Number of Supported Neural Modules:
32,768.
Number of Supported Neurons (max., per brain):
37,748,736.
Neural Module Chromosome Length:
91,008 bits.
Information Flow Rate, Neuronal Level (max.):
12 Gbytes/s.
Information Flow Rate, Dendrite Level :
36 Gbytes/s (estimated average).
Information Flow Rate, Intermodular Level (max.):
400 Mbytes/s.
Number of FPGAs:
72 (Xilinx XC6264BG560).
Number of FPGA Reconfigurable Function Units:
1,179,648.

Phenotype/Genotype Memory:
1.18 Gbytes.
Power Consumption:
1.5 KWatt (5 V, 300 A).
Computational power (estimated):
10,000 Pentium II 400 MHz computers.

3 A Sampler of CoDi-1Bit Evolved Neural
Net Modules (Digital I/O)

Since the whole point of using the CBM is to attain a
high evolution speed, it is useful if the representation cho-
sen to interpret the 1 bit signals which enter and leave the
CoDi modules can be unique, otherwise several representa-
tions would need to be implemented in the electronics. (For
the CBM to be efficient, i.e. to evolve CoDi modules in
about 1 second, fitness measurements need to be performed
at electronic speeds, which implies that the representation
chosen for the signals be implemented directly in the hard-
ware). We chose the SIIC to be our unique representation.
This section gives a sample of some CoDi modules which
were evolved (using software simulation prior to the deliv-
ery of the CBM) with digital I/O. They show to what extent
CoDi modules are evolvable and the power (and sometimes
limitations) of their functionality. After the deliver of the
CBM, multi-module systems should be built as fast as we
can dream them up. The bottleneck in building large scale
multi-module systems will become human creativity lag, not
module evolution time lag (as was the case with software
evolution speeds in the "pre-CBM era".) We now provide
a sample of evolved CoDi neural net modules (with digital
I/O), their specified functionalities, and their actual perfor-
mances, to give a feel for what they can do.

3.1 Multiple Timer Module

One of the first digital evolutions we tried used a con-
stantly firing input, with the target (desired) output and the
actual evolved output (placed immediately under the target
pattern for comparison) as follows -

000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
000000000000000000000000
1111111111111111
00000000000000000000 -- (Target)

000000000000000000000000000000
00011111111111111111
100000000000000000000000
0111111111111111
10000000000000000000 -- (Evolved)



The fitness definition was - if a 0 appeared in the first
(0) block, score 12 points. If a 1 appeared in the second
(1) block, score 7 points. If a 0 appeared in the third block
(0), score 3 points. If a 1 appeared in the fourth block (1),
score 2 points. If a 0 appeared in the fifth block (0), score 1
point. Hence a perfect score would be 30*12 + 20*7 + 24*3
+ 16*2 + 20*1 = 624. These weightings were chosen so as
to encourage the earlier outputs to be correct before the later
outputs. Population size was 30. No crossover. This result
converged after about 100 generations with a fitness value
of 0.957

It is interesting to note that these good results are evolving
in about 100 generations or so, and yet the chromosome
length is very large. The standard CBM chromosome length
is of the order of 90K bits. One might think that such a long
chromosome would be very slow in evolving, but this was
not the case. One possible explanation for this is that there
may be so many possible solutions, that (any reasonable)
one is quickly found.

3.2 Frequency to Delay Conversion Module

The following module was one of several evolved by
the Polish "Evolutionary Engineering Club", which consists
of 80+ members interested in evolving CAM-Brain CoDi
modules and artificial brain architectures. Considering that
near future technology will be delivering "CAM-Brain Ma-
chines" handling a million modules (with a billion neurons),
such human clubs of evolutionary engineers make a lot of
sense. The module converted an input spiketrain with a
given spike frequency into a continuous stream of 1s with
an output delay that was inversely proportional to the input
frequency.

Case0
Input: 00010001000100010001...
Desired output: 000...00000000000000000

0000000001111111111
Obtained output: 000...00000000000000000

0000000000111110111

Case1
Input: 001001001001001001001...
Desired output: 000...000000000000000

011111111111111111111
Obtained output: 000...000000000000011

111111111111111111111

Case2
Input: 010101010101010101...
Desired output: 000...000001111111

111111111111111111111111
Obtained output: 000...000001111111

111111111111111111111111

GA parameters: population size: 41, crossover rate: 85
delay in ticks: 10, number of neurons: 60.

3.3 Switchable Dual Function Module

In this example our thoughts turned to the idea of trying
to evolve a module whose behaviors could be placed under
switchable control, i.e. a module with dual functionality,
which could be switched from one behavior to another, de-
pending on whether a "control" input was activated or not.

More specifically, two fixed position input points "IN"
and "SWITCH" were placed on an input surface (z = 0),
at positions (8,8,0) and (16,16,0) for a rectanguloid of
24*24*18 3D CA cells, with a fixed output point at po-
sition (11,12,9). If the output point was not an axon, fitness
was defined to be zero.

Two experiments were run on the same module (the
same CoDi-1Bit circuit, with signal flushing between ex-
periments). In both experiments, the IN input fired at ev-
ery clock tick. In the first experiment, the SWITCH input
was off for every clock tick. In the second experiment
the SWITCH input fired for every clock tick. The module
was evolved to give a very active output (lots of 1s) if the
SWITCH was off, but a low output (few 1s) if the SWITCH
was on. That is, the SWITCH acted as an inhibitor.

The bitstrings below show the outputs for the two cases,
firstly with SWITCH off, then on. Over 90 clock ticks, the
first output had 42 more 1s than the second output.

SWITCH off
000000000000000000000000000000
000001100011101111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111

SWITCH on
000000000000000000000000000000
000000100000100000100000100000
100000100000100000100000100000

The number of 1s in the two outputs were labeled as
Sum1 and Sum 2 respectively. The fitness definition finally
settled upon, was :-

(if Sum1 .GT. Sum2) fitness = 10000*(Sum1 - Sum2) +
0.001*(Sum1 + Sum2)

(if Sum1 .LT. Sum2) fitness = 100*(Sum2 - Sum1) +
0.001*(Sum1 + Sum2)

The term 0.001*(Sum1 + Sum2) was used to encourage
circuits to give nonzero output at the output point. The terms
100*(Sum2 - Sum1) and 10000*(Sum1 - Sum2) encouraged
differences in the two outputs, with a strong preference for
the first case to give more 1s in the output.

This result was very encouraging because it shows that
controllable (switchable) multi-function modules are evolv-
able with the highly simplified (suitable for implementation



in evolvable electronics) CoDi-1Bit model. Such modules
may be very useful when the time comes to evolve them for
placement in artificial brain architectures.

3.4 Pattern Detector Module

With a slight modification of the code used to evolve the
above module, a pattern detector module was evolved which
was capable of distinguishing between two square wave
inputs, of 111000111000... and 11111000001111100000...
In this case, no switch input was used. Two experiments
were run. In the first, the input was the 6 clocktick period
square wave input, applied at the fixed input point (8,8,0).
In the second experiment, the circuit was regrown with the
same chromosome and the 10 clocktick period square wave
input was applied to the same fixed input point. The fitness
definition was the same as above. Results are shown below.
Over 90 clockticks, the first output had 48 more 1s than the
second output.

Square wave input 111000111000...

Output
000000000000000000000000100110
111011111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111

Square wave input 11111000001111100000...

Output
000000000000000000000000000010
001000100010001000100010001000
100010000000000010001000100010

3.5 Hubel-Wiesel Line Motion Detector Module

The following experiment involved the evolution of a
Hubel Wiesel type line motion detector. Hubel and Wiesel
won a Nobel prize for discovering that certain neural cells in
the visual region of the cat’s brain fired strongly when lines
of light at particular orientations and speeds were shone onto
a screen that the cats were observing. These cells (neurons)
were detecting the motion of lines at a particular orientation.
The evolution of this "Hubel-Wiesel" module used the same
fitness definition and a similar methodology as in the above
case. In the first experiment, a square 12*12 neuron input
grid was used. At the first clock tick, the top horizontal
12 neurons were made to fire - at the second clock tick,
the second horizontal row of 12 neurons was made to fire,
etc, for 12 clock ticks, then the cycle was repeated. This
input firing pattern simulated the motion of a line of light
moving horizontally down the visual field on the retina of a
cat. In the second experiment, 12 randomly positioned input

neurons were fired at each clock tick. These 12 positions
were randomly generated for each clock tick. This second
input firing pattern simulated input noise, to be contrasted
with the line motion input. Output results are shown below.

Line Motion Input Case

Output
000000000000000000000000100110
100110111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111

Random Input Case

Output
000000000000000000000000000010
000000000000000100010101010101
010101010101010101010101010101

There were 35 more 1 bit outputs in the first case than the
second. Since the inputs to the second case are positioned
randomly, the same neural net module will generate a differ-
ent fitness value depending on the input. Nevertheless the
evolution still improved over time, developing a fairly robust
net giving fitness values corresponding to over 30 1bit dif-
ferences (between the two experiments) in most cases (e.g.
the top 5 fitness chromosomes were saved for each gener-
ation and not crossed over or mutated. The fitness values
(1bit difference count) of these top 5 were 31, 34, 35, 30,
29 after several hundred generations). Thus it was possible
to evolve a Hubel Wiesel Line Motion Detector. Of course,
we have no idea how the circuit does what it does. This is
the great strength of "evolutionary engineering". Evolved
circuits can achieve performance levels beyond what human
engineers can achieve with traditional top-down design tech-
niques, i.e. attain superior engineering performance levels,
but the price is that one loses scientific understanding, due
to the overwhelming structural and dynamical complexity
of these CoDi circuits.

4 A Sampler of CoDi-1Bit Evolved Neural
Net Modules (Analog I/O)

This section is similar to the above with the exception
that the input and output functions that the user specifies
are not digital, but analog. The HSA and SIIC algorithms
are then used to convert analog waveforms to spiketrains
(binary strings) and vice versa, allowing users to think en-
tirely in analog terms, which broadens possibilities. This
section reports on ongoing experiments with analog I/O.
The first thing we needed to make a decision on was which
convolution function to use. In earlier work, we evolved



the width (20 integers) and the integer values of a convolu-
tion function which gave optimum accuracy to analog target
functions when converted to spiketrains and back again. The
fitness measured how accurately the convolution of the de-
convolved function approximately the original analog func-
tion. The 20 evolved integer values are shown below.

8, 16, 26, 35, 44, 52, 59, 64, 65, 64, 61, 57, 52, 45, 37,
29, 21, 13, 7, 4

This convolution function was used in the HSA and SIIC
algorithms.

In evolving analog curve fitting modules we became con-
scious that there is a limit to how much evolvable behavioral
control information one can put into a single module (e.g.
for how many clock ticks can an evolved output value fol-
low closely a target curve. We called this limit a module’s
"MEC", i.e. its "Modular Evolvable Capacity". The numer-
ical upper limit of a parameter at which the MEC of a module
is attained is called its "MEC Limit". These two concepts
(MEC and MEC Limit) will probably be very important in
future modular based efforts in evolutionary engineering.
A larger module, e.g. with more 3D CA cells, or a more
information dense neural net model, will presumably have
a higher MEC. In the past the multi-modular approach in
evolutionary engineering was not practical because it took
too long to evolve a single module. However, evolvable
hardware technology should allow the creation of modules
in seconds, so that large numbers of them can be assem-
bled into systems, such as artificial brains. Evolutionary
engineers will be motivated to increase the MECs of their
modules so that they can build more powerful systems.

The first analog experiment presented here aimed to see
if evolved modules with analog input and output could gen-
eralize. For example, could a module which was evolved
to halve two different input values (300 to 150, and 500 to
250), also halve other input values, e.g. would an input of
400 output as roughly 200, or 600 as 300? To test this the
above module was evolved for 70 generations (24*24*24).
Fig. 1 shows the result of the two halvings, 300to150, and
500to250. The 250 output value worked well, but the 150
value needs more work (e.g. a better choice of I/O sepa-
ration, more generations, a neural net model with a higher
MEC, a better convolution function, etc). When constant
values of 400 and 600 were input, the two outputs were
identical with the 300, 500 input case, which was disap-
pointing. This result was checked, and confirmed. It seems
neighboring input values converge to the same output? More
extreme inputs values (700, 200) did give different output
values, but were not good.

In the light of the above failure, an attempt was made to
increase the MEC of a module, by modifying the neural net
model so that dendritic inputs to a neuron could have their
1 bit signals "signed" (i.e. multiplied by +1 or -1). In the
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Figure 1. Halver module output (500to250,
300to150) using neurons with unsigned den-
dritic signals.

growth phase of the CoDi model, each neuron has maximum
6 dendrites, hence 6 bits are needed for each neuron in the
module. The value of these 6 "sign bits" is under evolution-
ary control. Hopefully, the greater informational density
of the "signed neuron" model should increase a module’s
MEC. Fig. 2 shows the results for the halver test (with an
18*18*18 space, a (9,9,0) input point, a (0,9,9) output point,
for 130 generations, 120 clocks), with input values of 500
and 300. Obviously things have improved a lot, if one com-
pares fig. 1 with fig. 2. The MEC appears to have increased.
(This feature of signed dendritic signals is implemented in
the CBM).

By improving the convolution function, perhaps making
further changes to the neural net model (e.g. by giving each
neuron its own evolvable threshold value for firing) further
increases in MEC may be achieved. The drive to increase
MECs will probably become a central theme in evolutionary
engineering.

Fig. 3 shows the result of an evolved module whose
target output curve took the form -
�����	��


200 � 50  sin
�
2 ��� ��� 40

� � 70  cos
�
2 ��� ��� 30

�
(1)

over 160 clocks. The MEC limit seems to be about 80
to 90 clocks. Knowing that the MEC is increased using
the signed dendritic model, motivated us to make another
attempt at evolving the halver circuit using the higher MEC
model, to see if it generalizes. This time, 3 target outputs
were specified (700to350, 500to250 and 300to150).

Fig. 4 shows that the evolved halver module (after 200
gens) could not distinguish the 3 target curves (except mildly
in the region between 50 to 80 clockticks). Fig. 5 gives the
output for 3 test values (600to300, 400to200, and 200to100)
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Figure 2. Halver module output (500to250,
300to150) using neurons with signed den-
dritic signals.

using the module evolved for the halver task. Even in the
region 50 to 80 the 3 desired output values are not well
distinguished. All 3 converged to the same output value
(of roughly 300). Presumably this very demanding task is
too much for the module’s (model’s) MEC. This result was
considered a failure for the CoDi model. It should prove to
be an interesting basis for comparison when the time comes
to make a more powerful model using a later generation of
evolvable hardware technology (see the conclusion section).

A pattern detection experiment was then undertaken.
Three saw-tooth patterns were input to a module for 90
clocks each. The analog input wave forms were generated
by the following 3 mathematical formulae. stw1(t) = 200
+ ((tmod30)x10); stw2(t) = 200 + ((tmod27)x10); stw3(t) =
200 + ((tmod33)x10)

The target output values were 600, 100 and 100 respec-
tively. The aim was to evolve a saw tooth wave detector
sensitive to a given saw tooth frequency (i.e. one with a pe-
riod of 30 clocks, stw1(t)). Fig. 6 shows the evolved output
results after several hundred generations. The upper curve
which converges to around the 500 value is the output to the
stw1 input. The two lower curves which resulted from the
inputs stw2 and stw3 were identical. This experiment we
judged to be a success. It is likely that a future artificial brain
architecture will contain many pattern detector modules.

Evolving analog I/O modules is ongoing work, so nec-
essarily incomplete. This section intends only to provide a
sample of such work.
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Figure 3. Evolution of signed dendritic signal
model over 160 cycles

5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper presents some software simulation results
of cellular automata based neural network circuit modules
which will be grown and evolved at electronic speeds in
special FPGA based hardware (the CAM-Brain Machine
(CBM) [6], which was delivered to ATR in May 1999).
The neural net model implemented by the CBM is called
"CoDi-1Bit" [5]. The constraints imposed by the electron-
ics necessitated a very simple model, namely one whose
signal states contain only 1 bit.

The results shown in sections 3 (digital I/O) and 4 (analog
I/O) make it clear that the evolvability of the modules based
on the CoDi-1Bit model can be powerful and interesting,
although not unlimited (hence the introduction of the con-
cept of the MEC (Modular Evolvable Capacity). It appears
that the evolvability of the CoDi model will be sufficient to
control the motions of a kitten robot, judging by the accu-
racy of fig.3 but may need to be replaced by models with
larger MECs in the future to cope with multifunction tasks
that generalize. It may be possible to input a periodic func-
tion that generates an accurately modified periodic output
function that can be used reliably for motion control of the
kitten robot that our artificial brain is to control.

The next step in the CAM-Brain Project is to design multi
module systems, and to scale up the number of modules
used. The CAM-Brain Machine (CBM) can update a 32000
module artificial brain about 300 times a second at 150
Billion cellular automata (CA) cells a second, to enable
real time control of a kitten robot (“Robokoneko”). So
with 32000 modules allowable by the hardware, BAs (brain
architects) and EEs (evolutionary engineers) can afford to
be ambitious. In fact with so many modules, small armies
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Figure 4. Evolved halver outputs with 3 target
curves (700to350, 500to250, 300to150)

of human EEs and BAs will be needed to design and evolve
them all. Already, in Poland, a CAM-Brain group of over
80 people is busy evolving a wide variety of CoDi modules.
They call themselves the Evolutionary Engineering Club
(EEC) (http://www.gabri.gda.pl/eec.html).

The Codi model is based on 1 bit neural signaling. If
it were possible to use multibit signaling, presumably the
evolvability (the MEC) of CBM modules would be in-
creased. During the course of 1999, a newer neural net
model, based perhaps on Xilinx’s new programmable chip
“Virtex” with a million gates, will be investigated to see if it
could become the basis of a second generation CAM-Brain
Machine (’CBM-2’).

The few examples of evolved modules (digital and ana-
log) presented in this work are just a drop in the ocean
compared to what the CBM should allow. It takes the first
author an overnight run to evolve a single 18.18.18 module,
so building a multi module artificial brain is totally imprac-
tical without the CBM. However, with it, hopefully a whole
new world will open up. The great challenge soon will be
how to design artificial brains - how to put tens of thousands
(later millions) of modules together, to build interesting sys-
tems, and particularly artificial brains. Hopefully within a
few years, a new research field will have been established,
called simply "Brain Building".
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